In the present study, we characterize the binding of divalent cations to insulin in aqueous salt solutions by means of capillary electrophoresis and molecular dynamics simulations. The results show a strong pH dependence. At low pH, at which all the carboxylate groups are protonated and the protein has an overall positive charge, all the cations exhibit only weak and rather unspecific interactions with insulin. In contrast, at close to neutral pH, when all the carboxylate groups are deprotonated and negatively charged, the charge-neutralizing effect of magnesium, calcium, and zinc, in particular, on the electrophoretic mobility of insulin is significant. This is also reflected in the results of molecular dynamics simulations showing accumulation of cations at the protein surface, which becomes smaller in magnitude upon effective inclusion of electronic polarization via charge rescaling.
■ INTRODUCTION
Insulin is a key hormone for regulating sugar levels in blood. 1 It is enzymatically active in the bloodstream as a monomer while being stored in pancreatic secretory granules in the form of inactive hexamers, which crystallize at low pH in the presence of Zn 2+ . 2 The role of zinc, which is present in high concentrations (27 mmol/kg dry weight) in the secretory granules, 3 in enabling insulin hexamer formation has been known for a long time. 4−6 Strong binding sites exist for Zn 2+ at the site formed by three B10-chain histidines of three insulin monomers. 5 In contrast, much less is known about the interactions of insulin with Ca 2+ , which is present in the granules at even higher concentrations than Zn 2+ . 3 Calcium has been implicated to be important in inducing insulin hexamerization by screening the repulsion between negatively charged groups in the hexamer. 7, 8 It has been suggested to bind at some of the zinc binding sites. 7 Moreover, a binding site for Ca 2+ in the hexamer has been shown to exist in the central cavity, surrounded by six glutamate carboxylate groups. 6, 9, 10 Most of the data about Ca 2+ binding were obtained for the insulin hexamer, 7, 10, 11 with little concerning the active monomeric form. In this work, we employ capillary electrophoresis together with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to characterize the binding of calcium, magnesium, and zinc divalent cations to the insulin monomer, and compare it to the behavior of monovalent sodium or potassium. Electrophoresis represents a technique well suited for a qualitative comparison of binding of different ions to a protein solute. Such a binding results in measurable changes of the electrophoretic mobility, as demonstrated successfully for small peptides previously. 12, 13 Since this technique requires only very low (micromolar) solute concentrations, we can explore conditions where insulin is mainly monomeric. Combining electrophoresis with MD allows us to characterize the ion−insulin binding with atomistic detail. It is important to realize that insulin can be found in two conformations (T or R), differing in the secondary structure of the B1−B8 residues. 6, 14 The T form is the most stable form of insulin in solutions in the absence of specific ligands such as phenol. 15 In the present simulations, we thus consider only this form.
propanesulfonic acid (MOPS, ≥99.5%), 2-(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES, ≥99.5%, Sigma, USA), sodium hydroxide (p.a. Penta, Czech Republic), phosphoric acid (p.a., 85%, Lach-Ner, Czech Republic), formic acid (p.a., Merck, Germany), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, ≥99.5%, Carl Roth, Germany), sodium nitrate (p.a.), calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (p.a.), magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (pure), zinc nitrate hexahydrate (p.a.), zinc oxide (p.a.), calcium hydroxide (pure), and magnesium hydroxide (pure) (Lachema, Czech Republic) were used as purchased. Deionized water prepared by a water purification system (Premier MFG'D, USA) was used for preparation of all aqueous solutions.
Electrophoretic Conditions. Capillary electrophoresis experiments were carried out on an Agilent 1600 CE instrument (Agilent Technologies, Germany) using unmodified fused-silica capillaries (Polymicro Technologies, USA), 50 μm I.D., 375 μm O.D. A capillary of 63.0 cm total length and 54.5 cm effective length was used for measurements at pH 3.0 and 6.3. A capillary of 35.0 cm total length and 26.5 cm effective length was used for measurements at pH 7.5. Prior to the first measurement of the day, the capillary was activated by rinsing with a 1 M NaOH solution for 10 min, followed by water for 10 min using a pressure of 93 kPa. Between individual runs, the capillary was flushed for 2 min with background electrolyte. The samples were introduced with a pressure of 5 kPa for 5 s. A diode array UV detector was used, measuring the absorbance at 200 nm. The temperature of the capillary cassette was maintained at 25°C. In measurements at pH 3.0, the separation voltage was set to 30 kV, and a pressure of 5 kPa was applied to the inlet buffer vial during the measurement to shorten its duration. In measurements at pH 6.3, the separation voltage was set to 30 kV, and no pressure was applied during the run. In measurements at pH 7.5, the separation voltage was set to 25 kV without applying any pressure.
Background Electrolyte and Sample Solutions. Background electrolyte solutions were prepared by dissolving individual acids in water and adjusting the pH to the desired value with the appropriate salt hydroxide (in solid form or as 1 M aqueous solution). In measurements at pH 7.5, sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, and zinc nitrate were added to the HEPES/NaOH buffer in the form of 0.1 M aqueous solution. The ionic strength of the buffers was calculated using Peakmaster 5.2 software. 16 Insulin was dissolved in water to 1 mg mL −1 stock solution. From this solution, the sample was prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of insulin stock solution, an aqueous solution of thiourea (1 mg mL −1 ), which serves as an electroosmotic flow marker, and background electrolyte.
Computational Details. We performed force field MD simulations of monomeric human insulin in the T-conformation in different aqueous salt solutions. The starting protein configuration was taken from a crystallographic structure of the T6 insulin hexamer (PDB code 1MSO), where we selected the first monomer (chains A and B). To model a system at pH close to neutral, both histidine residues of the monomer were considered as deprotonated (HID).
All simulations were performed using the Gromacs 5.1.2 software. 17 The insulin monomer was initially solvated in a box of 5057 water molecules. The system was minimized for 5000 steps using the steepest descent algorithm, before a 10 ns equilibration in the NpT ensemble. Further water molecules and ions were then added to the system to reach a total of 8354 water molecules, 91 cations, and 180 (for CaCl 2 or MgCl 2 ) or 89 (for NaCl) chloride anions. The system was then reminimized for 5000 steps and equilibrated for 5 ns in the isothermal−isobaric NpT ensemble. The average box size was then used for each system for further equilibration in the canonical NVT ensemble. The backbone heavy atoms of the insulin monomer were kept fixed during this part of the equilibration procedure (using a harmonic force constant of k = 10 5 kJ/mol/nm 2 ), so that the final production runs with different ions started with the same initial protein configuration. The length of the NVT equilibration was varied to ensure proper equilibration of ion distributions around the protein, slower for magnesium due to the slow exchange of water molecules in the hydration shell 18 than for calcium and sodium (250 ns in NaCl, 500 ns in CaCl 2 , and 1.5 μs for MgCl 2 ). The final 1.6 μs production runs were performed in the NVT ensemble (without any restraints on the protein backbone) using a 2 fs time step and periodic boundary conditions. Longrange electrostatic interactions were accounted for using the Particle Mesh Ewald method 19 with a 12 Å cutoff for nonbonded interactions. Configurations were saved every 5 ps. In all simulations, the temperature was kept at 300 K using a velocity-rescaling thermostat with a stochastic term 20 and a time constant of 1 ps. Simulations in the NpT ensemble used a Parinello−Rahman barostat 21 with a 5 ps time constant. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained by the LINCS algorithm, 22 and water molecules were kept rigid using the SETTLE algorithm. 23 Water molecules were described by the SPC/E force field,. and a new ECC version of the Amber99sb-ildn force field. The employed ionic parameters are summarized in Table 1 , and details about the protein ECC force field are provided in the Supporting Information.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements at pH 3.0. The initial experiments involved measurements of the insulin mobility in acidic background electrolytes of pH 3.0. Under these conditions, insulin was strongly positively charged and migrated toward the cathode. The mobility was measured in buffers prepared from . As can be seen in Figure 1 , the nature of the cation did not have a significant effect on the mobility of insulin. Insulin was injected at two concentration levels of 4.3 or 57.
. Given the range of estimates for the dimerization constant depending on pH and ionic strength found in the literature, 5 ,33−37 we expect the insulin, in the absence of divalent ions, to be mainly monomeric at 4.3 μmol L −1 and to be mainly dimeric at 57.
. The mobility of insulin at the latter concentration tends to be slightly higher than that at the former one, which may be caused by a stronger tendency for dimerization at higher protein concentration. Compared to the monomer, the electric charge of the dimer increases more than its hydrodynamic radius, which leads to increased electrophoretic mobility. Changing the buffer composition from formate to phosphate affected the mobility only slightly without any systematic trend.
Measurements at pH 6.3. As a next step, we measured the electrophoretic mobilities of insulin at higher pH values. At such pH conditions, the carboxylate groups of the glutamate residues (four per insulin molecule) and of C-terminal residues are deprotonated, and one may thus expect the effects of different cations to be more distinct. However, some of the tested divalent cations precipitated at higher pH with the phosphate buffer anions. We thus had to use different buffers at pH = 6.3 than those in the previous experiments at pH = 3.0. Because we wanted to avoid carboxylate-based buffers, which contain the same negatively charged group as the protein, we used the MES and MOPS buffers, both based on sulfonic acid groups. The range of accessible pH conditions was limited by the fact that insulin is only marginally soluble between pH = 5 and 6 and that the solubility of calcium and magnesium hydroxides strongly decreases with increasing pH. The highest accessible pH with calcium and magnesium cations was thus found to be pH = 6.3 for an ionic strength kept at 53 mmol L −1 . Buffers were prepared by titrating MES and MOPS acids with the appropriate hydroxides. This procedure, however, did not work with zinc oxide due to salt precipitation, where we had to use much lower zinc concentrations with a background sodium electrolyte and go for higher pH to increase the insulin solubility in the presence of Zn 2+ (see the next section). The results obtained for sodium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium are shown in Figure 2 . At pH = 6.3, the net charge of the insulin molecule is negative, and the protein thus tends to migrate toward the anode. Note that the absolute values of mobilities in MES buffers are slightly higher than those in MOPS buffers. This is probably due to a slight difference in the interactions of the two buffers with insulin. Nevertheless, in both buffers, the same ordering is seen among the individual cations. While mobilities in sodium vs potassium solutions do not significantly differ from each other, the mobilities decrease (i.e., become less negative) upon adding divalent cations ( Figure 2 ). The presence of magnesium significantly slows down the migration of insulin with the effect of calcium being even stronger and the mobility of insulin approaching zero. With the MES buffer, the mobility of insulin with calcium cations even changes sign, indicating a weak overcharging of insulin by the interaction with calcium cations. These results overall suggest more binding of divalent ions to insulin, and stronger binding of Ca 2+ than Mg 2+ . Mobilities in all buffers were measured at two insulin concentrations. As previously, the two concentrations were chosen so that the insulin is expected to be predominantly monomeric at the lower concentration while being mainly dimeric at the higher one. However, note that in the MES buffer the highest concentration level had to be lowered to 34.4 μmol L −1 due to the limited solubility of insulin. Consistent with the experimental data shown in Figure 1 , higher insulin concentrations result in slightly higher (i.e., more negative) mobilities.
Measurements at pH 7.5. In order to investigate the effect of zinc cations on the mobility of insulin, one has to choose a pH range where insulin is more soluble. We thus chose to work at pH = 7.5. As already discussed, such a high pH favors the precipitation of calcium and magnesium hydroxides, so that we had to change experimental conditions compared to the previously described experiments. We used in all cases a 10 mM HEPES/NaOH buffer to adjust the pH and added into it only small amounts of calcium, magnesium, or zinc nitrates. Figure 3 shows that the presence of zinc cations in concentrations as low as units of μmol L −1 causes a significant increase in the mobility of insulin, while concentrations of calcium cations up to 50 μmol L −1 have no significant effect on the mobility of insulin. This increased mobility of insulin in the presence of zinc cations can be attributed to formation of insulin hexamers. Compared to the monomer, the electric charge of the hexamer increases more than the hydrodynamic radius, resulting in increased (more negative) electrophoretic mobility. The electrophoretic mobility of insulin in the presence of varying concentrations of zinc and calcium was obtained for protein concentrations of 8.6 μmol L −1 ( Figure  3A ) and 34.4 μmol L −1 ( Figure 3B ). The mobility obtained for The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article the lower concentration of insulin steeply increases with increasing zinc concentrations, and the effect of zinc rapidly saturates. For the higher concentration of insulin, the increase in mobility is more gradual, which is in agreement with the lower zinc-to-insulin ratio. In this case, the zinc concentration range for which insulin monomers, dimers, and hexamers coexist is broader. Also, the starting mobility of insulin is more negative with higher concentration of insulin. As already discussed, this is probably due to partial dimerization of insulin even in the absence of zinc.
We see from Figures 3 and 4 that the addition of calcium and magnesium nitrates only starts to influence significantly the mobility of insulin at almost 2 orders of magnitude higher concentrations than those for zinc. The observed effect of calcium and magnesium ions on the mobility is opposite to that of zinc, with the absolute value of the insulin mobility decreasing. This can be attributed to the interaction of insulin with calcium and magnesium cations and consequent screening of its negative charge. Because calcium, magnesium, and zinc nitrates were added in varied amounts to the HEPES buffer of constant concentration, the increase in ionic strength caused by the addition of the nitrates may also have affected the insulin mobility (the concentration of the added divalent salt was up to 1 mmol L −1 , and the ionic strength thus increased from 5.5 to 8.5 mmol L −1 ). To investigate the effect of such a change of ionic strength, we measured the mobility of insulin in the HEPES buffer with addition of 3 mmol L −1 sodium nitrate. The mobility in this background electrolyte did not significantly differ from that measured in pure HEPES buffer. We can thus conclude that the observed change in mobility with the addition of calcium or magnesium is predominantly caused by the interaction of insulin with these cations and does not originate from the increased ionic strength.
The differences in the sign of the effect and in the concentration range of the cation leading to observable effects support the conclusion that the influence of zinc on insulin mobility is based on a different mechanism (i.e., insulin aggregation) than that of calcium and magnesium (i.e., charge screening).
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Electrophoretic measurements allow us to characterize the specific effect of different cations on the insulin mobility but probe only indirectly ion− protein interactions. We thus perform complementary force field MD simulations of an insulin monomer in aqueous NaCl, CaCl 2 , and MgCl 2 solutions in order to obtain further molecular details. Note that we do not attempt to model binding of zinc to insulin because the present force fields do not capture the interaction of Zn 2+ with imidazole ligands, important also for the insulin hexamerization process. 6 Direct comparison of specific ion effects between all-atom MD simulations and electrophoretic experiments is difficult for several reasons. First, due to the limited size of the simulation box and need for proper sampling of ion binding within the simulation time scale, the salt concentration in the simulation of around 0.5 mol L −1 is about an order of magnitude higher than the highest salt concentration used in the experiments because the low concentrations would be hard to simulate in a statistically converged way. Second, the simulated systems contain chloride salts instead of the experimental buffers. Third, the electrophoretic mobility is a complex quantity that is difficult to obtain from simulations. The electrophoretic mobility is connected to the electrostatic potential at the slipping plane (or slip plane) and thus only reflects the effective protein charge at this plane. 38, 39 However, the specific value of the electrophoretic mobility is difficult to compare with simulation data because the position of the slipping plane is not clearly defined and depends on other factors, such as particular effects in the presence of an electric field. For small spherical solutes, the electrophoretic mobility can be approximately obtained from the weighted integral of the solute−ions radial distribution functions. 13 Yet, it is not clear to what extent such an approach is applicable to a nonspherical, nonhomogeneously charged and flexible protein molecule. Taking into account the impact of protein flexibility has been attempted in the literature using coarse-grained peptide models, 40 ,41 but such a coarse-grained approach is unlikely to be able to capture subtle specific ion effects.
We thus used the present simulations to characterize the locations and differences in ion bindings to insulin for the investigated salts. The ion density maps obtained with the standard Amber99sb-ildn force field (Figure 5A−C) exhibit extensive pairing of all of the ions with any negatively charged protein group (i.e., glutamate and C-terminal residues). The ion pairing with carboxylate groups is particularly strong for divalent ions, with almost six Ca 2+ ions in direct contact with protein carboxylate groups (less than 4 Å away from the carbon atom), as shown by the radial distribution function pictured in Figure 6A . On average, almost all of the six carboxylate groups are thus ion-paired with a calcium ion. The pairing is even stronger with Mg 2+ , with about 10 Mg 2+ ions in direct contact with the protein's carboxylate groups. This means that more than half of the carboxylate groups are bound not only to one Mg 2+ ion but to two Mg 2+ ions simultaneously, which is an artifact of the simulations. A typical configuration of a doubly bound carboxylate group is shown in Figure 7 . The effective protein charge (i.e., sum of the net charge of the protein and 
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Article the charge of the surrounding ions within a given distance of the protein heavy atoms, which effectively define the protein surface) as obtained with the standard force field (Figure 8 ) is highly positive with both divalent cations and close to zero with the sodium ion up to 8 Å from the protein surface. This is in clear contradiction with the experimental negative sign of the electrophoretic mobility for Na + and Mg 2+ and null mobility for Ca 2+ and thus demonstrates the unphysical behavior of the standard force field, with overbinding cations. . Radial distribution function g(r) (solid lines) between the carbon atom of the six protein carboxylate groups and the investigated cations (Na + in green, Ca 2+ in orange, and Mg 2+ in red) as obtained from the simulation performed with the (A) full charges and (B) scaled charge ECC force field. Integrated numbers of ions n(r) (dashes) are evaluated as n(r) = 6c ion ∫ 4πr 2 g(r) dr. A multiplicative factor of 6 (number of carboxylate groups) has been used so that at short distances n(r) reflects the average total number of ions in direct contact with protein carboxylate groups. Effective protein charge as a function of the distance from the protein heavy atoms (i.e., sum of the net protein charge together with the charge of all ions located within a given distance of the protein surface), as obtained for simulations with NaCl (blue), CaCl 2 (orange), and MgCl 2 (red) electrolytes. The simulations were performed with either the ECC force field (solid lines) or a standard full charge force field (dashes). In the case of NaCl, the ECC simulations were performed with either the same salt concentration as that for the divalent ions (solid line) or, to be consistent, with the experiments, with the same ionic strength (dots and dashes).
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The overbinding of cations is a known artifact of full charge force fields, 29, 30 even if attempts have been made to remedy this problem by careful reparametrization and generalization of combination rules for van der Waals interactions. 42−44 Previous studies have shown that the lack of electronic polarization in nonpolarizable force fields often leads to an overestimation of ion pairing in MD simulations. 45−47 Recently, we demonstrated in particular that calcium binding to carboxylate groups was overestimated in standard simulations compared to reference ab initio simulations. 30 Following previous theoretical developments, 48, 49 we showed that by effectively including electronic polarization effects via scaling the charges of ions by a factor of 0.75 allowed us to recover proper ion binding properties. This Electronic Continuum Correction (ECC) charge scaling procedure has been shown to be a physically well-justified mean-field way to incorporate electronic polarization in nonpolarizable force fields. 49 In order to obtain more realistic ion bindings, we thus repeated the simulations using an ECC force field for the ions and the protein, where the total charges of the side chains of charged amino acids are also scaled by a factor of 0.75. We checked for small pentapeptides composed of four glycine residues and a central charged amino acid (glutamate or arginine) that modifying the side chain charges did not significantly affect the geometric properties of the protein (see Supporting Information). In addition, we compared the insulin backbone flexibility in our 1.6 μs simulations employing either the standard full charge or the ECC force field. The root-meansquare fluctuations of backbone atoms averaged per residue did not evidence any significant change in protein flexibility or conformation, even though, as expected, detailed analysis of salt bridges showed reduced ion pairing between the involved residues (more details in the Supporting Information). Note that previous studies suggested 47 that the stability of salt bridges may be overestimated in standard force fields.
The ion density maps obtained with the scaled charges ECC force field show a dramatic reduction of ion pairing with protein residues compared to the previous full charge simulations ( Figure 5D−F) , the main ion pairing sites remaining the protein carboxylate groups. Only about half of a cation is found on average in direct contact (i.e., less than 4 Å away from the carbon atom) with protein carboxylate groups ( Figure 6B ) at the investigated salt concentration. While every carboxylate group was paired with at least one divalent ion with the full charge force field, it is now only the case for less than one in six groups on average. We note that for sodium and calcium the peaks corresponding to the contact ion pair (between 2.5 and 4 Å) are split in two subpeaks, which correspond to the bidentate (shorter distances) and monodentate (larger distance) binding geometries ( Figure 7A,B) . In contrast, Mg 2+ binds exclusively in monodentate geometries. If we include the ions forming solvent-shared ion pairs (a peak between 4 and 5 Å) ( Figure 7C ), we find that there are about two ions involved in an ion pair with the protein (for the six carboxylate groups). Also, the overall pairing seems to be slightly higher for Mg 2+ than for Na + and Ca
2+
, which exhibit very similar ion pairing properties with carboxylate groups in our ECC simulations. These ECC simulations lead to a negative apparent protein charge (Figure 8 ), in agreement with the sign of the experimental electrophoretic mobility, with little difference between the different electrolytes.
The experimental electrophoretic mobility data yield lower insulin mobilities (in absolute value) with divalent ions than with monovalent ions, which suggested more binding of divalent ions compared to monovalent. This is because binding of the positively charged cations to the negatively charged protein would reduce its apparent charge and lead to lower mobility. Similarly, experimental measurements suggest stronger binding for Ca 2+ than that for Mg 2+ . Our simulation results focusing on the carboxylate groups, which are expected to be the strongest cation binding sites, are thus apparently inconsistent with the experimental findings. However, we note that the employed force field has been shown to be in very good agreement with ab initio calculations of the binding free energy between calcium ions and carboxylate groups. 30 In addition, a recent ab initio MD study found very similar binding free energies for Ca 2+ and Na + ions with carboxylate groups, 50 which is consistent with the present simulations. Given the significant error bars (usually on the order of 0.5−1 kcal/mol) of ab initio MD simulations, our force field, while consistent with these simulations, may still somewhat underestimate the difference in binding between Ca 2+ and Na + . More importantly, even if carboxylate groups are expected to be the strongest binding sites, cations can also interact with backbone carbonyl groups.
We thus examined in more detail the ion binding to the backbone carbonyl groups constructing the radial distribution functions between any of the protein backbone carbonyl oxygen and the employed cations ( Figure 9) . Contrary to what was observed with carboxylate groups, ion binding to the carbonyl groups is not strongly affected by the use of the scaled charge ECC vs full charge force fields (except that the use of the ECC force field somewhat increases the amount of Mg 2+ at the backbone). With both full charges and ECC, sodium forms more direct contacts (distance lower than 3 Å) with carbonyl groups than calcium. This result is in disagreement with those of previous ab initio MD studies, 50, 51 which consistently suggested, using model amide compounds, that Ca 2+ binds more strongly than Na + to backbone carbonyl groups. Even if the binding at carbonyl groups is weaker than that at negatively charged carboxylate side chains, the number of exposed carbonyl groups is much higher than that of carboxylates. Hence, the fact that the employed force fields seem not to fully capture the specific ion bindings at the backbone may explain why our simulations do not reproduce the ordering in the specific ion binding deduced from electrophoresis measurements. Additional explanations may include the presence of the buffer in the experiment, particular effects in the presence of an explicit electric field, and/or the ability of divalent cations to bridge two carboxylic groups from different protein molecules (not considered in the present calculations).
We performed additional simulations at pH = 3 (details in the SI), where all of the carboxylate groups are protonated, so that the cations are expected to interact only with the backbone carbonyl groups. As expected, the overall cation binding to insulin becomes weaker with the protein being now positively charged. The specific bindings of the different ions follow the same trend as that observed at the carbonyl groups at high pH, with stronger binding of sodium than divalent ions, which is likely due to force field artifacts mentioned above.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Capillary electrophoresis reveals pH-dependent and cationspecific effects on the electrophoretic mobility of insulin in aqueous solutions. At pH = 3, at which all the carboxylate groups are protonated and the protein bears an overall positive
The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article charge, there is virtually no effect of sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, or zinc cations on the electrophoretic mobility of insulin. In contrast, at close to neutral conditions, when insulin is negatively charged and all carboxylates are deprotonated, divalent alkali earth cations (but not monovalent alkali cations) significantly reduce the absolute value of the electrophoretic mobility. For zinc, the effect on the mobility is by far the strongest, but it has the opposite sign due to induction of insulin hexamerization.
The electrophoretic measurements are complemented by MD, providing a detailed atomistic view of the ion−protein interactions. MD simulations employing standard nonpolarizable force fields grossly overestimate the affinities of the cations to the deprotonated carboxylate groups at the surface of insulin. This is largely remediated by inclusion of electronic polarization effects in a mean-field way via charge rescaling. Nevertheless, quantitative comparison to the experiment is difficult due to problems with accurate modeling of electrophoretic mobilities of large nonspherical solutes, as well as residual force field inaccuracies pertaining in particular to the cation−protein backbone interactions. Radial distribution functions g(r) (solid lines) between the protein backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms and the ions (Na + in green, Ca 2+ in orange, and Mg 2+ in red) as obtained from the simulation performed with the (A) full charges and (B) scaled charges ECC force field. Integrated numbers of ions n(r) (dashes) are given by n(r) = 51c ion ∫ 4πr 2 g(r) dr. A multiplicative factor of 51 (number of backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms) has been used so that at short distances n(r) reflects the average total number of ions in direct contact with protein backbone carbonyl groups.
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